CONSULTANCY

Phidex’s consultants are of the highest calibre, where we recruit exceptional
graduates with relevant experience in IT or Energy. It is our consultants who deliver
our stand-out results on each client project, optimise the performance of our highly
rated software applications and work as an integral part of our clients’ organisation
with clear and aligned objectives. Our consulting engagements enables our clients to
work closely with our highly valued team, to benefit from their productivity and share
in their knowledge.

Settlements management and
reconciliation

Managed services

Strategic settlements management and reconciliation
is a core Phidex service which has resulted in millions
of pounds of benefit to our clients.

The Phidex team are seasoned professionals
with an in depth knowledge of energy supply
operations. For short to medium term assignments
which will fill your capability or resource void,
contact Phidex about utilising our team.

Due to the complexity of the data we process and
visualise and the financial potential it contains, it is
little wonder why our services are so valued and
retained by our clients.

Previous operational roles include, flex and fixed
price, billing services, P&L analysis, application
testing and non-commodity optimisation.

Financial reporting
With fluctuating prices and energy periods being
billed, reconciled and re-billed, achieving an assured
value of energy purchases in any given consumption
period or tax point is challenging. We work closely
with industry colleagues to ensure we process their
data flows correctly. For accurate financial reporting,
separating energy charges into granular consumption
periods, tax points and at segment or site level, get in
touch. Our transparent reporting services are trusted
by our clients and approved by their auditors.

Regulatory market entry
consultation
Phidex have partnered with our clients to plan and
de-risk numerous successful entries into the UK
Energy Market. Through the accreditation process
and interaction with third party vendors we provide
clarity and realism to this journey. Our highly
experienced consultants have been engaging with
industry colleagues for many years on a multitude of
high profile and often technical matters. Use Phidex
to strengthen your market position.

